
THE MCSM SPEAKERS BUREAU

MCSM is establishing a Speakers Bureau to match knowledgeable Gun
Owners, Gun Rights supporters and Professionals to groups eager for
information they may provide, generally in the Gun Rights and Personal
Protection areas.

Do you have something to say?  Are you articulate and have full knowledge
on your subject in an MCSM area of interest?  

We are looking for a few good patriots who can
stir the soul like or friend Sam Adams here.  Pick
your topic; Constitution to CCW, Ballistics to
Camouflage, Law to Lawlessness to Self
Defense, even physical and mechanical areas.
MCSM will establish a list of speakers and topics
and invite them to preview a presentation on their
topics at an MCSM meeting.  Then you will be
paired up with Outside Groups seeking
speakers.

Does your team have a desire to know and a
curiosity about the issues around you?  MCSM can
find you a coach!  Are you curious about the
seeming conflict between Constitutional Law and
criminal use of firearms Vs armed self defense?
Are your interests more basic like hunting,
collecting, mechanics, reloading, etc.?  If so,
MCSM can find a speaker to visit, discuss,
educate and motivate the team.  Lets hear one
from the Gipper!

If you can be a speaker or a listener, send an e-mail to MCSM with the
particulars of your ability or need.  Be as detailed as you can on as many
subjects as you care.  MCSM will work with you to understand your topics and
assess your abilities and find groups and speakers who are well suited to
each other.  When the Speakers Bureau reaches enough speakers and
interested groups and when a match is made, we will help you work out a
speaking arrangement.  Contact MCSM by way of the e-mail link on this page.
Come on out and get active.


